
But if the opponent is to have becomes more difficult for the
another shot, he will take advan- opponent to knock C against G-2
ge of the opportunity to play and to reverse the situation.
straight shot to reverse the Since this shot is a long one

situation, that is, to knock D before it hits G-1 there is diffi-
gainst H-2, scoring a seven with culty in attaining the desired
is shooting disk, spoiling the angle with certainty. This is es-
red seven at D and the black pecially true on boards where
itchen disk H-2, and perhaps drift curves the shooting disk to
~ving D in the kitchen, for a one side. (Drift will be covered

ictal gain of up to 34 points. It later in the series. )
i<; obvious that under, these .cir- A hit at a 45-degree (or great-
~mstances the shooter, s straight er ) angle should especially be'
ki~chen shot at H-1 IS fraught avoided in most cases because,
with danger. as we have seen in Part 58, the
ANGLE SHOT. In order to re- two disks separate on equally
uce the above - described dan- divergent lines, and may both
ger, the angle shot is usually stop in the kitchen,
more suitable" and should be An angle of 30 degrees would
st~ndar? practice when the op- give a wider spread than the 20-
ponent ,IS to have another shot. . degree angle, but if the shooting
In FI~u:~ 128, the enemy disk disk happens to diverge only an

G-1 IS initially the only dl~k on inch farther out to the side the
!he board. The shooting disk .C hit would be at about 45 degrees,
IS played to make an angle hit, with the same danger as men-
which may well. be at a ~O-?e- tioned above.
gree angle, using an airmng
point at about two inches to right A striking angle of about 20
of center of the target disk. degrees, as described above in
At the hit, the target disk G-1 connection with Figure 128, is

is tapped diagonally to the left sound. It allows some divergence
to G-2, while the shooting disk to right or left from the aiming
glances to the right to C. It thus hne, though not a great deal.

ART 69: K!TCHEN (C)

An important element in kitch-
en shooting is the "touch" of
the court (Part 7), In general,
practice is required before each
day's play in order that the shut-
Iler may attain the right touch
to put enemy disks in the kitchen
as well as to shoot accurately to
of-her parts of the court.

there is an obvious advantage if
the shooting disk can be glanced
aside to a spot, as at D, which
is under even partial protection
of another disk G that is al-
ready in place (a situation tak-
en from tournament play). The
opponent's later attempt to reo:
verse the situation is made dif-
ficult or perhaps impossible.

DELICATE TOUCH. We have It is also an advantage if the'
seen that the needed force to put enemy target disk F-2 is placed
:I disk in the kitchen by a under cover of another disk ly-
straight, full hit is exactly that; ing on the court, such as X in
needed to put the shooting disk' Figure 129.
in the kitchen. When an angle
shot is used, the shooter should BACKSTOP. If there is a suit-
USe slightly more force, but the able backstop at the far edge of
difference is rather a fine dis- the kitchen, as at Y in Figure
inction that can usually be ne- 129, or perhaps a friendly disk
~lected. in the kitchen, as at Z, it is
For straight shots to the kitch- especially desirable to try to

en, exactly the same force is re- drive the enemy disk at it, as
quired if the target disk is close discussed in Part 18 under the
.0 the kitchen or far away at the subject of Backstop. If there hap-
point of the triangle. pen to be two such backstops
Kitchen shots are always long close together, the situation is all

shots with delicate touch, and tl~e mO.re favorable for success
e therefore difficult. of the kitchen shot.

PROTECTION, In making an, KITCHEN SHOT. If the shoot-
angle hit to knock into the kitch- er is behind in the score and
EJl an enemy disk F -1, Figure 129, needs kitchen shots to even the

® c e o
Figure 127 Figure 128

o ~ o®

Figure 129 Figure 130
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si::muion in Figure 130
such a shot. An

G-l lying on the cen-
threatens a double. The

should be prevented, usual-

ly by knocking away the disk
G-l.

can be glanced to the side, prob- lection of any type of shot must
ably for a score. depend upon the general situa-

tion, especially the score in the
it must be understood, as will game.

be further discussed, that the se·
In addition, G-l can be put in

the kitchen, and the shooting disk

T 10: KITCHEN CD)

In connectionwith the question plished from time to time, but this choice depends upon the
as to whether to use a full hit are successful in onfy about 25 score and the skill of the
or an angle hit for a kitchen per cent of attempts, or about shooter.
shot, .the distance from the kitch- one time in four attempts.) . There is also involved the ques-
en ISImportant. Therefore, when the target disk tion as to the speed of the shot

is at. or ~ear the 10-area, a~ at for a shot hard enough to send
DISTANCE. As has been seen, F-1 III Figure 131, the straight the enemy disk to the kitchen

if the enemy target disk is near kitchen shot is usually accept- may also be hard enough to
the ~itchen a.nd is then. put !n 'able. In fact, there is not much glance the shooting disk to the
the kitchen with a full hit, as III room for angle shots. side and out of the 10-area in
Figure 127 of Part 68, the situa- For intermediate locations, as case the hit is somewhat off
tion can often be reversed by when the target disk E-l in Fig- center.
combination, so that an angle ure 131 is initially in the 8-area, It ma b f bl I
shot would be safer. as in Figu the straight or nearly straight to p h yth e pre erad' \ mer~{
128of Part 68. (shot is frequently played. How- 0 t Ut~ e t enery IS. gen IY

. .. ever, an angle hit is usually pre. n 0 e cen e~ me, usmg o~ y
On t.he other hand, If the dis ferred, but the size of the angle a. soft shot with the shooting

tance .IS great, as when the tar- is again somewhat restricted. disk D: and, with a ~urer chance
get disk IS at or near the 10· of scoring with that disk.
area, then after the enemy disk On the other hand, if the ene-
'has been put in the kitchen, the SPOIL A 10. When there is an my disk is in the position of the
reply of the opponent by mean enemy disk in the 10-area, as high-l0, at X, the shooter cannot
ora combination will be difficult at F-l in Figure 131, it is al- score with his shooting disk, and
whatever the angle, because a most invariably imperative to the shot for kitchen appears to
long combination is always diffi- spoil it. In addition, to try to put be the only remaining chance
cult. (Actually combinations at it in the kitchen may be very for him to make anything of the
this distance of eight or nine desirable, with a gain of 20 or play other than merely spoilingI
feet between disks are accom- 30 points for the shot. However, the 10. ® o

Figure 131

PART 71: KITCHEN eE)

When attempting a kitchen disk knocked toward the kitchen. and that disk happens to stop in a
shot against a disk about as far Thus the shooter may leave a scoring area on the way to the
away from the kitchen as the guard beyond which the opponent kitchen, the shot has failed but
point of the triangle, the shot is can hide at his next shot. the resulting situation is no worse
not only long and difficult, Figure In addition in such a kitchen as to score than just prior to thd
132, but the target disk must also shot the sh~oter cannot score shot. Whereas if the shot is made
be driven through. scoring area~ with' his Own shooting disk B or ag~inst. a non-scoring ene.my dis
larger than the kitchen. In this C. And even if he succeeds in his which IS then knocked inadver-
type of shot, the chances of giv- kitchen shot the fact that the tently into scoring position, th
ing a score to the opponent are shooter has not left a scoring disk result is to increase the oppo-
not to be neglected, and may be means that the opponent is not nent's score.
as high as the chances of putting forced to play a combination to These possibilities must always
him in the kitchen. spoil two disks, but can usually be 'kept in mind in selecting

employ' the simpler direct shot at shots. If an enemy disk is neithe
LONG KITCHEN SHOTS.When the kitchen disk. However, the in scoring position nor threaten-

attempting a kitchen shot agains stuck disk may well hamper any ing a double, and is not close tOI
a disk which constitutes a Tampa shot by the opponent to clear the the kitchen, it is often a mistake
guard E or a cross-guard F fav kitchen. to play it for the kitchen.
?rabl~ to the opponent, the s~oot- Further, the shot to put a non- However: as for all rules, there
mg disk B or C must be aimed scoring cross-guard or Tampa ~r~ exceptional cases. If a player
fairly close to the center of the guard in the kitchen takes no IS III desperate need of a kitchen
target disk i~ order to drive !t score away from the opponent, so pl~~, or if h~ is certain of his
toward the kltch~n. T~e shot IS that there is ordinarily no gain abIlity. to aVOid Ieavm~ .the en-
not a fast. shot, smce it must be of any kind if the kitchen shot emy disk m scoring position, such
made at kitchen speed. fails of success. a shot may be desirable.
Therefore the shooting disk i

liable to stick in place as it hits, In case a kitchen shot is made
and thus remain there as a guar in connection with knocking away
to take the place of the guard a scoring disk of the opponent

~~

rt-
o

Figure 132

eWHAT EXPERTS DO. As con-
cerns kitchen shots against non-
scoring disks lying at or near the
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PART 72: KITCHEN (FJ
If the opponent is on the verge (2) try to knock away the oppon-

or winning the game, the urgent ent's 7 at G, but in doing so he.
need to cut down the opponent's would risk also spoiling the op-
score is usually more important ponent'j, kitchen disk F, although
than for the shooter to add to he might possibly leave G in
his own score. This urgent need F''s place in the kitchen.
may even make it necessary to His greatest gain would be (3)
attempt long, difficult and risky to put G in the kitchen along-
kitchen shots in order to save the side F, thus cutting the oppon-
game. ent's over-all score by 20-off for
For example, if the opponent the frame. In doing th!s he. would

has a score of 67 or 68 points not e:,pect. to score with his own
and so needs only eight or seven shoo!mg disk, for he would have
points to win, and also will have t? hit G a~ an angle ~n the out-
the last-shot in the current Side, that IS, on the Side toward
frame, the use of kitchen shots is the edg~ of the c?urt.
a forced act of desperation to ~n his sele~tlOn, ~he sh~ter
save and prolong the game. evidently considered It most Im-

portant to play to the score and
DIFFICULT PLAY. In a tourn- to force the opponent's score

ament game the shooter Red, at down and away from the im-
his last-shot of a half-round, minent victory, a sound conclus-
faced the situation shown in Fig- ion. Therefore he elected to shoot
tire 133. Disks A, B, G and F at G, probably to put it in the
ere on the board, and would kitchen. Incidentally, he missed

score a net of 3-off for the oppon- the shot completely, hitting no
ent if left in place. disk at all.

3O:~~ds~~~t:~;0:~~[e H~~~ya~~~~ D:RI~T, which exists on the
, three times national cham- majority of .cou~ts, may h~ve

ion, had a score of 70 and needed, caused the mrss I~ the foregomg
y five points to win the' game. case. T~e swervl.ng of a. disk,
The shooter's choices included due to Imperceptible sloping of
1) a shot for simple score on !he court surface t?ward one Side,
the open left side of the board, IS greatest as a disk slows. down
Thich he could probably accom- near the end of .a shot. ~mc~ a
dish, and while this would raise shot to du~k a disk that IS IYI~g
. own score somewhat, the only near the kitchen must ~ecessarJlY

to the opponent would be ~low.almost to a stop Just before
- ee pOints resulting from disks It hits, the swerving ~ay .be
? and G, thus reducing his score enough to cause the s~ootmg disk

67 points. The opponent would miss the target disk.
be within a single disk's The cure is to know the direc-

3I:Ore of game and he would tion and amount of drift to be
ve the last-shot in the next expected and to .aim the shot to
-round, compensate for the drift. For ex-

Alternatively, the shooter could ample, if the drift is three inches

ART 73: KITCHEN (G)

------------------------~------------~

side, Dewart, the shooter Red,
saw the situation as shown in Fig-
ure 134. Because the opponents'
score Was within seven points of

. ANOTHl!;R CAS~. In the semi- game, Dewart needed to reduce
finals of the Fun n Sun Doubles their score by kitchen shooting.
Tournament at Clearwater, Accordingly, even though he
March 15, 1955, Don~ld De~art" could <1l make 15 points for his
the 1953 runner-up in natto~al side by a double on disk C with
closed championship, was playing relative ease, it was of more irn-
at one end .of the court against portance to make the more diffi-
Henry.Badum. . cult play (2) to put H in the kitch-
At his last-shot of a fra~e, wlt.h en. This he did successfully, mak-

the score at 68 to 39 against his ing the score 39 to 58.

eBad_
70

Figure

)0
133

i\
point of the triangle, the follow- as undesirable. tries in 160 recorded shots. One ing these together, the long-range
ing is the result of observation in Of the six attempts, two sue- of f~e players appeared to be es- kitchen shooting lost a net of nine
11 games involving 12 experts in ceeded for a total gain of 2(l pecially partial to kitchen shoot-, points in this match.
important tournaments of 1955. points, one failed by giving the ing of this kind. It can therefore be concluded
Of the more than 900 shots re- opponent seven points, and the Of these 28 attempts. four sue- that the use by experts of kitchen

corded in those games, there remaining three were ineffec- ceeded for a total of 40 points shots against non-scoring disks
were observed only six attempts tive. taken from the opponent, three near the point of the triangle is
at kitchen shots against non-scor- In contrast, in two other games gave away a total of 21 points to usually considered as not worth
ing disks lying in positions of of a match between two top-level the opponent, and four others the effort and possibly harmful.
cross-guards, Tampa guards, and experts in a statewide tourna- stuck in place at impact and al- For non-experts. the expectations
vicinity. Therefore these players ment, a very large number of lowed the opponent to make 28 from such kitchen shots should be
evidently considered such shots such attempts were made: 28 points by immediate hiding. Add- still lower.

to the right, the shot should be
aimed three inches to the left of
the point it is desired to hit.

~ Badum
68
Figure

oDewart.
39

134

he following tournament ex- game. pert shufflers, the shooter Red at him. He had· disk C in the 8-
les illustrate kitchen shots DESPERATION. In the quarter- his last-shot faced the situation area, and his opponent had a non-
as last resorts in desperate finals of the Full Moon Singles as shown in Figure 135 (Jess disk scoring disk E-1 on one of the
tions, when it appeared that Tournament at Lakeland on E-2l. diagonal side lines, at the edge of
action was needed to save March 18, 1954, between two ex- The score was 72 to 56 against the 7-area. .
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might have played
a score. and if he had

titional eight it would
file score 72 to 72. But

next frame his opponent's
would have had strong

res of winning the game,
only three points needed to

make the required 75.

shooter is reasonably sure of his
accuracy and no better shot ap-
pears available. Such a shot has
the advantage that the shooter's
disk moves off the board or out-
side scoring area so as not to be
a target for the opponent to put
in the kitchen.

MORE DESPERATION. In the
1954 Gasoarilla Tournament at
Tampa, the shooter Red, a for
mer national champion, was be-
hind in the score by 68 to 42, with
the opponent needing only one
scoring disk to win the game.

Or alternatively, the shooter
might (2) have shot to put disk
E in the kitchen, in order to cut
down the opponent's score so that
the latter could not win with a
single scoring disk in the next
frame. Also the shooter would of
course score his eight at C.

There were two disks. A andE
He selected the kitchen shot on. the board, as in Figure 136:

against E and accomplished it neither being a scoring disk. The
successfully, knocking disk E s~ooter tried to put disk E in the
from E-l to E-2. This made the kl~chen. The risks were high, and
score 62 to 64, and reduced the the possibility of success was
imminent danger of losing the low, f~r he had to knock the en-
game. ,emy d~sk through the scoring dia-

. Igram In a long shot for a small
This type of kitchen shot against target area.

a dis~ on a side line may ~lso be Actually he put the disk E into
a suitable shot for the sixth or the 7-area, to clinch the victory
seventh shot of a frame when the for his opponent.

PART 74: KITCHEN uU
Thus far discussions of kitchen a half-round is as follows, and i~

shooting have been based upon illustrated in Figures 138 and
shots made against disks that 139.
have happened more or less by Black is to shoot first in the
chance to lie in the positions half-round, and' Red is to have
where they are to be used as the last-shot. Red is 15 points be-
targets. However, kitchen shoot- hind in the score and is anxious
ing is often prepared by the to put Black in the kitchen.
shooter, as described below. Black's first play is to put a

cross-guard at E, Figure 138.
KITCHEN-BAIT. A kitchen shot Red then plays kitchen-bait to A.

may be prepared by placing a Black clears A from the board
disk as bait in the open, in the with an angle shot, glancing his
7-area or 8-area, as at A or Z in own shooting disk off the board
Figure 137, but preferably in the at the same time. Red puts an-
7-area. This is often called "go- other kitchen-bait disk at A.
ing on the board," or "playing Black similarly clears this disk
the board." from the board.
The opponent is then expected Red again places a disk at A.

to knock away this disk, using Black again shoots to clear it
an angle shot so as to clear the away, but this time let it be sup-
board and leave no target for a posed that his own disk sticks in
kitchen shot by the shooter. place as it hits. It is shown at
However, if the shooter repeats H-l in Figure 139. Red then, with
this kitchen-bait a number of the last-shot, puts the Black disk
times, it can be expected that ill the kitchen at H-2, at the same
eventually the opponent will time scoring a 7 at D.
make a full hit instead of an an- The gain for the half-round is
gle hit and will stick in place, thus 17 points.
leaving his own disk reasona-
bly near the kitchen.
The shooter can then play to

put the opponent's disk in the
kitchen.

SEQUENCE. A typical devel-
opment of the above sequence in
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side of the board, This has the bait and instead he may shoot to
advantage of making it more dif- bide a scoring disk beyond E,
ficult for the opponent, in clear- as at U or X. In order to prevent
ing away the bait, to glance such an eventuality it is probably
his own shooting disk to a hidden better in this case for the shooter

. . position at X (Figure 137) be- to play the kitchen-bait to about
DETAILS. The. closer the bait yond disk E, which latter is al- oint Y.

is placed to the kitchen, the surer ready in place as a guard. Of course, a little thought will
is the. eventual shot for the However, near the end of a show that a kitchen-bait shot
kitchen. 'game, when the opponent has a should not be used for the sev-
It is usually preferable for the considerable lead, he may neg- enth or eighth shot of a frame.

bait to be placed on the open. lect the scoring disk A placed as



'f,
NORMAL PROCEDURE. The therefore need kitchen shots tOlneedS kitchen play, the opponent\iS regularly used by practically' \
oregoing procedure is constant- reduce the opposing score and wilt logically avoid leaving his all experts to lure the opponent
and normally used by experts lead. disks near the kitchen and in the to the vicinity of the kitchen, with

when they are about 10 or 15. When the opponent has a good open. Accordingly the bait se- the hope of then putting him in
points behind in the score and lead and the shooter therefore queries is standard practice and the "hoosegow."

The process of playing for the Whenever the board was clear the State Gold Medal Tournament games, the score was 60 to 69,
itchen by use of the kitchen- or had only a cross-guard of his at st. Petersburg on March 11, respectively, It was Janet's turn,
bait sequence is repeatedly and opponent. Red regularly shot a 7 1954, all four plavers involved the sixth shot of the frame, and
constantly observed in import- or 8 as bait (except at his final used this bait sequence at one the board was clear with the ex·
ant tournaments. shots). Red's bait was normally time or another when they were ception of disk E, as shown in
TOURNAMENT EXAMPLE. placed on the open (opponent's) behind in the score, and some Figure 140.
or example, in the Sunshine sid~ of the board,: In reply to the u~ed it a considerable number af With the opponent's score with.

Skyway Tournament at st. Pe- bait, Black steadily shot to clear times. in one scoring disk of the win.
tersburg Shuffleboard Club in Au- the board. In the quarterfinals of t.he ning 75 and with the opponent's

t, 1954, two former national It happened that Red.'s kitc~en same State Gold. Medal To~rna· last-shot to come up in the next
mpions were playing against play did not. succeed m cutting ment, Janet Smith, three times frame the shooter needed a
ch other. down the opponent's lead, for no Florida State champion, t.he shoot- kitchen shot to save the game.
Red was continually behind in procedure .can be expected to er Red, :-vasplaying ag~mst Amy She accordingly played a disk to
score throughout one game, s~ccee~ umfo.rmly. B.ut Red con- Close, .five times Florida ~tate C as kitchen-bait,
Black leading him by about sistently. contlI~ued w~th that pro- champion and eventual wmner Her opponent then knocked C

to _50 points. Red was there- cedure . as being still the best of the tournament, the opponent away. but unfortunately for the
• constantly playing to cut hope he had for success. ~lack. These are two of the best opponent the shooting disk stuck

n Black's lead with kitchen OTHER EXAMPLES. Again, m the state. in place at H-l, Figures 140 and
in the semifinals and finals of, Toward the end of one of the 141. Thereupon the shooter with

PART 75: KITCHEN (I)
As was said in Part 74, it is ments of playing these shots,

usual for an experienced shuffle and amounted to about 20 per
who is behind in the score by cent of all shots played in the
about 10 or 15 points to resort matches.
promptly to kitchen play in or- . .
der to equalize the score. LAS:r.SH.OT.There IS a dlff.er-
However, very wide variations ence m kitchen play depending

from the above figures do occur upon whether the ~hooter IS. to
in the play of experts, since cas-' have the last-sh~t m a particu-
es of kitchen baiting have been la~ frame. ~f he IS abo~t 10 or 15
observed with a lag in score of points .behind, . he will us~ally
only 6 or 7 points. On the other play kitchen-bait when he IS to
hand, kitchen baiting is some. have the last-.shot, but not when
times not started until the op- the opponent IS to have the last-
ponent has reached a lead of 25 shot ..But if he is behind. by 20 to
or more points. 25 points .or more~ ~e Will usual-
Once a shuffler is definitely be. ly play kltch~n-baJt m all frames

hind in the score, it is usual for whether he IS. to .hav~ th~ last-
him to keep on playing for the s~ot or not; his situation IS get-
kitchen unless and until he ting desperate and demands
equalizes or practically equalizes strong measures.
the score. T~is ~ay resul~ in a AHEAD IN SCORE. On the
p~ayer shooting kitchen-bait and other hand, if a player has a
kitchen s.hots throughout ~ost of lead in the score, he should or.
a game m ~ase he remains con- dinarily make little or no effort
stantly behind. for kitchen shots, but should
BAIT BY EXPERTS. In 18 keep the board clear in order to

tournament f;(ames involving 21 prevent the opponent. from. mak-
experts, for 419 half-rounds of mg scores or makmg. kitchen
play, there were recorded 408 shots. At the sam~ time h.e
kitchen-bait shots and 258kitchen should endeavor ~o m~rease his
shots, for a total of 666 shots ow~ score steadily,. If slowly,
with kitchen objectives, that ~~mlY by last-shots, ~n order. to
were played by the shufflers be. fl~l1Sh the game while holding
hind in score. They constituted his lead,
about 45 per cent of the shots In this type of situation, we
played by the shufflers who were have several times lost our lead
behind in the score at the mo- when, instead of clearing the

PART 76: KITCHEN (J)

ENE.MY
OISK

F'RIENDLY
DISK

board, we accepted some entic- ility of the opponent in the line
ing chance at a kitchen shot of kitchen shooting is an import-
which did not succeed and which ant consideration throughout the
resulted in leaving an exposed play. For example, if the op-
target which the opponent then ponent is a skilled kitchen shoot-
put in the kitchen. er, it is well never to leave an

. . . exposed disk, except when play-
With the foregoing danger m ing kitchen-bait

mind, and with due caution, .
there may still be occasional ad. Again, if the opponent is.
vantageous opportunities to put a much better kitchen player
the opponent in the kitchen, pro- than the shooter, the latter may
vided this does not detract from find it desirable to restrict his
the effort to score and above all own kitchen attempts that might
does not expose the shooter's leave kitchen targets for the 01'-
disks to kitchen shooting by the ponent to those half-rounds in
opponent. In such a case an en- which he will have the last-shot,
emy disk in the kitchen mayor perhaps in an extreme case
both increase the lead and dis- he may avoid using kitchen-bait
tract the opponent's attention at all.
from knocking away the shoot-
er's scoring disks.

Also as an exception, it is ad-
vantageous to accomplish a
kitchen shot with the last-shot.
at which time it can often be
done while also making a pos-
itive score for the shooter.
OPPONENT'S STYLE. The ab-

Finally, if the opponent is a
far better kitchen shot than the
shooter, any duel of kitchen-
shooting with him should be
avoided. However, the tendency
of inexperienced shufflers is to
exaggerate this consideration and
therefore to act with undue tim-
idity.
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knocked H-1 into
at B-2, Figure HI,

scored a disk D for 3
B-1 as a backstop.

Gain for the shot: 24 pOints'l
The score was reversed to be-
come 67 to 59, and in effect the
game was saved for the moment.

ART 77: KITCHEN (K)

When one player in a tourna- ficiently successful to permit
ment has a lead in score over .kitchen shots afterward.
his opponent, he usually keeps
the board clear as much as prac- LEARNING. It is true that
ticable, along the lines illustrat- kitchen-bait played by the shoot-
ed in Part 5, scoring with his er may be put in the kitchen by
last-shots as far as possible, and the opponent, and this sometimes
at the same time trying to re- occurs. To the shuffler who is
strict his opponent's scoring also just beginning .to learn this gen-
to the last-shots. eral bait-sequence, the fear of
When that procedure is sue- this action by the opponent fre-

cessful, each of the players quently deters him from attempt-
scores about one disk per frame, ing the sequence.
and both players progress about However, observation of the
equally toward the final score play of experts shows that their
of the game. In this way the normal reply is to clear the
leading player expects to re- board, because they are more
main constantly in the lead. concerned with retaining their

lead and 'keeping out of the kitch-
en. When the less-experienced
player observes that this is so,
he tends to lose his timidity in
playing bait.

PART 78: KITCHEN (Ll

If, during the process of PlaY'j the shooter's turn, the only disk
ing for the kitchen, a good oppor- 1011 the board is a Tampa guard
tunity occurs to hide a scoring F favorable to the shooter, then
disk, that opportunity should usu- instead of playing kitchen-bait he
ally be taken. For example, in may well hide a scoring disk
Figure 142, if it happens that, at at C.

BAIT MISSED. If, during the ras the choice of two lines of
procedure of playing for the action, depending largely upon
kitchen, the opponent misses a the score.
shot at a kitchen-bait disk and
leaves it in scoring position, as If the shooter is only a few
at A in Figure 143, the shooter 'points behind, it will probably be
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CUT DOWN LEAD. The best
method of overcoming an oppo-
nent's lead is for the shuffler
that is behind in the score to use
the kitchen-bait play described in .
the last three articles (Parts 74, VARIATIONS. On the other
75 and 76). hand, suppose that the opponent
This procedure is more effec- does actually reply to the kitch-

tive· than attempting kitchenen.-bait by knocking the bait into
shots against disks the .opponent the kitchen. When he does so, his is behind in the score by 10 or
may happen to leave Just any- shot must be a gentle one, he 15 or more points he should try
where on the court, often badly usually .leaves his shooting. di~k to "dunk" his opponent, while
placed for' kitchen shots. In scormg area, and this IS accepting the risk of being

It is not \ to be expected that what the shooter wants, "dunked" himself and while
this procedure will be regularly The shooter then plays to put trying to make that risk, small
succ~~sful, for there are always the opponent in ~he ~itche~, pre!- by making it hard for the oppo-
two Sides to each game, and each erably by knocking It against hls: nent to reverse the situation.
player endeavors to counteract own kitch~n di~k as a ~ackstop The general sequence is not
the plays of the other. and knocking his own disk from easy, and requires practice to
As a measure of the success the kitchen. attain both skill and confidence

of kitchen-bait in producing tar- If it should happen that both in its use.
gets for later kitchen shots, 10 sides reach the end of a half-
games of experts were observed round with a lO-off for each, the. TOURNAMENT CASE~ sho~-
in two important tournaments scores of both sides are then far- mg what. can be. ac~omphshed In
(Fun 'n Sun and Gold Medal). ther from the finish of the game. overcoming leads In sco~e held
There were noted 192 kitchen- This is an advantage to the play, by opponents, largely With the

bait shots, which were fol- er with the lower score, for it ~id of kitchen shooting, are out-
lowed by 51 kitchen shots of the gives him more time and oppor- Iined b~low. The~cores reco~ded
same player, that is, about 26tunity to catch up. from. tIm~ to time .are .Cited,
per cent of the kitchen-bait shots showing Wide fluctuations m the
or about one in four, were suf- IN GENERAL, when a shuffler lead.

® Clol.
69

SlIlith 0
60

Figure 140

@ Clol.
59

Smith 0
67

Figure 141

Mr:Shurrle60ard

One game: 5 to 33; 50 to -7;
106to 17.
Another game: 15 to 5; 2 to

55; 47 to 39; 22 to 85. '
Another game: -33 to 50: 82

to 26.
Another game: -24 to -8; -1 to

44.



well to protect that scoring disk
with a guard, as at X.
On the other hand, if the shoot-

er is well behind in the score,
he should remember that the bait
was put there in the first place
for the definite purpose of luring
the opponent into an exposed
position. Therefore, he may well
eave it in the open to continue
its purpose, and place another
disk in another part of the board,'
as at B or even better at Y.
The last placed disk should be

SO located as to make it difficult
for the opponent to spoil both
disks with a single shot. Thus ei
ther disk may serve as bait, and
may result in a dunking for the
opponent, while the other disk
may have some chance of scor-
ing.
When the opponent has a disk

in the kitchen, the normal play is
to cover it by a guard, as de-
scribed in Part 26, although there
are exceptions.

kicks himsel
mentally, as in
the sketch, or
perhaps h e
merely grins
ruefully, or sits
down talking to
himself.
Even the ex-

pert does it. In
a match of an

important statewide tournament,
with 32 clubs participating, a top-
level expert had won one game
and had a score of 71 to 46 in his
favor, with only four points need-
ed to win the game and the
match. He had the last-shot and
a clear board, and had therefore
only to make a simple score. He
shot to make a score, and made
the kitchen.
In the semifinals of another im-

portant tournament, a former na-
tional champion put himself in
the kitchen with the first shot of
the game.
Another variation is to shoot to

SELF TO KITCHEN. Every- 'hit another disk, but to miss or
body puts himself in the kitchen graze it and stop in the kitchen.
occasionally. Perhaps he then) We have also seen a number of

PART 79: KITCHEN (M)

.•

Figure 1<44

Figure I <42 Figure 1<43
other former national champions [shoot their disks into the kitchen.

®Hall
-5

Henci""son 0
52

A frequent situation is shown in tournament play by Carl Splll-
in Figure 144, with an enemy man. several times national
disk F lying as a "cripple" 0 champion.
the near edge of the kitchen. An- '
other such cripple is at G-!. It PROTECT CRIPPLE. In view
should usually be practicable to of the foregoing, in case the op-
knock one of the opponent's disks, ponent is to have the last-shot,
as G-l into the kitchen at G-2, it is frequently well for the play-
leaving the shooting disk D for a er whose disk lies a cripple on
score of 7. the near line of the kitchen to

knock it away, as did Spillman
CRIPPLE TO KITCHEN. This in another example.

hit should be full, because an an- Another alternative would be to
gle hit would cause the shooting Cover it with a guard, as in the
disk to glance diagonally to the final march of the Yuletide Tour-
side, and might cause it to stop nament, Dec. 28, 1957, when Bess
on the kitchen line for no score, Henderson had a lead of 52 to -5
or might send it into the kitchen. over Mae Hall, and the latter
Since the disks D and G-2 must was of course ttring to equa.Iize

necessarilv be close together aft- the score by kitchen shooting.
er the above shot, it will be easy Thes~ two players are among the
for an opponent to reverse the- top-flight w0i"?en~huff1ers.
situation by a -combination shot As shown In Figure 145, Bess
to knock D against G-2, as de- Hen~erson, the shooter Re~, had
scribed in Part 68. Hence a shot a crI~ple C 01}the near line of
against a cripple should usually t~e kitchen. There were other
be avoided when the opponent disks, E, F, G and B, on the
still has another turn to play, board. Hand D were put on the
especially if he is to have the fast- board later. ..
shot unless it happens that the AI,thoughRed could hide a disk
shot' can be made under cover of in the protected ~ea beyond F
a guard such as one lying at and E, yet the CrIpple C off~red
point X ' Black an opportunity for a kitch-

. en shot to gain 17 points. Ac-
However, the best solution in cordingly Bess evidently consid-

most cases is to save the kitchen ered it more important to pre-
shot until the last-shot of the vent the kitchen shot and so pre-
frame and then accomplish it. serve her score of 52 which was
or example, this has been done so close to game. She according-

Figure 1<45

ly played a disk to D to protect disk H stopped just short of do-
the cripple. ing so, although she did make a
Mae Hall could still see a little 7 at H in the extreme corner of

-of the cripple C and played her the scoring area.
last-shot to kitchen it, but her
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has been said in the va- GUARDING BAIT. If the oppo-
rioos articles about defending nent plays kitchen-bait on an
against kitchen shooting by the open board and the .disk happens
opponent. It may be well to gath- to stop on a cross-line, as at E
er these ideas together and sum- or F in Figure 146, the shooter
marize them. may occasionally cover it by a

guard A or B.
KITCHEN DEFENSE. In gen- Since the disk E or F is a non-

eral, the defense consists in nei- scoring disk, the shooter is. not
ther placing nor leaving on the obliged to clear it from the board.
board a disk that the opponent Blocking such a disk with a
can readily put in the kitchen. guard not only spoils the effect of
When the opponent plays kitch- the bait, but prevents the oppo-

en-bait, the shooter should keep nents from doubling with E or F.
the board clear (Parts 74 to 77 The action also denies the oppo-
and later). nent the use of much of the area
A friendly scoring disk on the of the board.

board should be under cover of a As an example, such a play
guard. was made to B in order to guard
If the opponent happens to F by Clayton Hagenstad, one of

knock a friendly disk into scor- the all-time top shufflers, in the
ing area, it should be promptly 1955 Full Moon Doubles Tourna-
covered by a guard. ment.
Snuggling can be used as a de-:

fense, and will be covered later,' WASTING SHOT. When no oth-
but it is difficult to accomplish. er play appears preferable, the
Of course, if a friendly disk is: shooter may waste his shot in or';

put in the kitchen, the shooter der to prevent the opponent from
should promptly knock it away putting it in the kitchen.
(Part 8ll. For example, in the finals of
FOl' the shooter to reply to the 1954 State Gold Medal Tour-

kitchen shooting with kitchen play nament between Amy Close arid
of his own when he has the lead Gerald Anderson, both top-level
in score is to play into the hands experts, the score was 68 to 43,
of the opponent. That is what the with Amy Close, the shooter Red,
opponent wants. within one score of game.
When a friendly non- scoring Her opponent was therefore

disk on the board, for example anxious to put her in the kitchen
a cripple, forms a good target in order to save the game, and
for a kitchen shot by the oppo- of course she knew this.
nent, the shooter may well clear At the seventh shot there were
it away or cover it by a guard. two non-scoring disks on the

PART '1; KITCHEN (0)
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Figure 1~6 Figure 147 Figure 148

board, F and C, Figure 147 .•
The shooter wasted her shot to

D, off to the side and snuggled
near C, in order to prevent the
opponent from putting D in the
kitchen. The shot was not en-
tirely a wasted shot, because it
also formed a guard protecting 0 A remarkable case in which
against a kitchen shot, .while C both players wasted their shots
prevented D from being put in in successive turns in order to
the kitchen. avoid being put in the kitchen
A similar effect could have was described in Notable Shuffle

been obtained by clearing C from' Shots for April 17, 1958, and is
the board. shown in Figure 148. Disk C was
In another case in the 1955 wasted first, then H immediately

Florida State Championship Tour- afterward.

nament, Mary Scalise, three
times national champion, with a
commanding lead and the board
essentially clear, wasted her
sixth shot to point X, Figure
147.

When one of his own disks lies kitchen disk B should knock it kitchen; therefore a full hit ly off center (Part 9), might be
in the kitchen, the shooter mustl away and leave the shooting should be avoided. just enough to cause the shooting
usually knock it away at the disk D on the line and therefore The hit should usually be made isk to be left in the kitchen.
first opportunity. safe. at an angle of about 30 degrees, Therefore the t~pe of ~hot sho~ld
The ObVIOUS?1ethod, and .usual- In this shot, it is necessary to with aiming point at one edge be the ~a~e as If the kitchen disk

ly the s~rest, I~ to shoot directly guard against an error in direc- of the kitchen disk. were. SIXInches or more beyond
at the kitchen disk. tion which might cause the shoot- The shot should have consider- the line,
CLEARING KITCHEN. In ing disk t~ glance to the side and able speed, enough and more to When a kitchen disk is near the

knocking away a kitchen disk by into the.~Itchen. The speed sh~uld send both disks .surely out of the ide of the kitchen, as at C, the
direct hit, the shooter must guard be s~fficIeI?-tto knock the k~tch- ki~chen, even If one of them shooting disk should normally be
against the danger that his shoot en disk entirely through the kitch- might. have to tr~vel almost the imed at. the outer edge of the
ing disk.although it knocks awa~ en, yet the shot should b~ ~a.de full Width of ~he kitchen to do so. kitchen disk, and thus itself more
the kitchen disk, may itself re- r~ther gently so as to rmmrmze If a gentle hit were made, even surely glance outside the kitchen.
main in the kitchen, as so fre- sld~ward mo~ement aI?-d t.hus at an angle, there would be dan- ..
quently happens. aVOId.a possible glancmg Into ger t~at. one o~ both disks might SHOT FOR SCORE. Sometimes

the kitchen. remain In the kitchen. a direct shot to clear the kitchen
In Figure 149 there are shown . The same considerations would appears to the shooter to be

thre.e posltI?ns,. A, B .and C, for DEEP IN KITCHEN. On the apply if disk A were only about doubtful of success at the time
a friendly disk In the kitchen. other hand, the kitchen disk A four or five inches from the near of the last-shot, for example if
Disk B lies close to the near' lies deep in the kitchen, six inch- line of the kitchen. If a full hit the kitchen disk lies deep and the

edge of the kitchen, within two es or more from the near edge of were made, .the edging forward' shooter is reluctant to risk the
or three inches of that edge. A the area, and there is room for of the shooting disk at impact sticking of his shooting disk in
straight shot fOr a full hit on the the shooting disk to stop jn the especially if the shot were slight- the kitchen, or for some other
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SPOIL HIDDEN DISK. When,
as in Figure ISO, an enemy disk
F in scoring position is so pro-
tected by another disk E-1 that
the shooter cannot hit F by a di-
rect shot· except with a very thin
hit that involves little promise of
success, the best shot is usually
a combination, especially if the
two disks are fairly close to-
gether.
Another situation inviting a

combination is shown in Fig- far disk F in Figure 150 with a There are several ways of avoid;
ure 152, with two enemy scoring combination, it is best to line up .ing this latter occurrence.
disks G and H on the board. By the shooting disk in the starting If the disks are close together,. "
knocking G against H it may be area with the two target disks the shot can be aimed slightly to glance off to o~e side. This ~s
possible for the shooter to spoil on the board in as straight a line left of center of E-1 (by about ap~hca.ble especially to cases m
both with a single shot. as practicable. three-eighths inch for this case) which th.e disks are separated by
In combination shots one of the If the hit is exactly in the cen- so that the first disk E-1, instead longer distances, such as s~x feet

first and most important consid- ter of the first target disk, it will of being pointed at the center of or more. Wh~n the shot IS also
erations is to hit the first disk of be driven at the center of the the second disk F, will be point- ~ade at conslder~ble speed, the
the combination at such a striking second disk and will probably ed at one side of it. This obvious- distance of glancing off to the
angle as to drive it against the backstop against it to remain in ly requires great accuracy in side will be greater. .
second disk. The determination of place at E-2. This frequently hap- shooting a8will be discussed When the two target disks of a
this angle and the corresponding pens. In Figure 150, the place of later. ' combination are close together,
aiming point have been discussed stopping would be on the 8-10 at about two or three feet dis-
in Parts 53 to 60; and will be still cross-line. Another way is to aim for the tance, the combination is usually
further considered in this and: first disk to hit the center of the a reliable shot if carefully played.
succeeding articles. ANGLE. However, if F were second disk, expecting that the Conversely, when they are far

deeper in the 8-area, as in Fig- shot will involve some inaccu- apart, as at nine feet distance,
ure 151, to stop E-2 against F racy so as to hit the second disk it is quite difficult to hit the fax
would obviously be undesirable .: to right or left of center and disk

1'1
reason,
It may then be better to use the Iscore instead of trying to clear lects the play in which he consid-

last-shot to play for a simple the kitchen. The shooter thus se- ers he is more likely to succeed.

PART 82: COMBINATION (A)

The combination is one. of the
most interesting shots in shuffle-
board, and is frequently spectacu-
lar. A combination is a shot in
which, as in Figure 150,the shoot-
ing disk C hits one disk E-1 and
knocks it .against a second disk
F. The purpose is usually to spoil
the second disk, and frequently
also includes the intention of
spoiling the first disk.

o
Figure Figure150 Fi9ure151 152

LINE UP. In order to have the
highest certainty of hitting the

PART 83: COMBINATION (B)

In the attempt at a combination
shown in Figure 153, the main
objective was to spoil the black
scoring disk F, but the shot failed
to spoil F, as often occurs. Even
though a combination may fail in
hitting the second disk F, it will
still probably remove the near
disk E, and this should open the
way to a direct shot at F in case
the opponent fails to replace E
by another effective guard.

considerably with the situation.
Sometimes a fairly fast shot will
be used in order to get one or
both disks surely off the board.
Sometimes kitchen speed will be
used to put one or both target
disks in the kitchen.
In the often - seen situation

shown in Figure 154, there are
initially only two disks on the
board, E-1 in the 8-area and A
in the kitchen.

FORCE USED. The force to be Although there are possibilities
used in a combination will vary, of shooting directly at E-1 or A

with the purpose of spoiling just
one disk, the obvious best shot
in practically every case like this
is to play a combination to knock
E-1 against A with the quadru-
'ple purpose of spoiling E-1
.twhtch is almost certain), scor-
ing against E-1 for an 8 with the
shooting disk C, knocking E-!
against A and into the kitchen
at E-2, and knocking A out of
the kitchen. The total possible
gain amounts to 36 for the shot.

One particular element of the

o o
Figure 149

shot is that the speed should be
such as will put E-1 in the kitch-
en even if it fails to hit A.
HIGH GAINS. A related situa-

tion that is not infrequently seen
is shown in Figure 155, with a
red disk B in the kitchen and a'
black disk F in the to-area. With
the 7%-foot distance separating
the two disks, the probability of
a successful combination shot is
about one in three, as will be
shown in a later article.
However, there is no question
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scoring a 10at F, Figure 155.
that the combination should The shooter Red 'then made a

be attempted because of the al- .successful combination leaving
certain gain of 10 points in his shooting disk in the te-area,

spoiling the enemy disk F. Also spoiling his own kitchen disk and
there are possibilities of addition- leaving the opponent's disk in the
al gains, up to 40 points for the kitchen. He thus completely reo
shot. Success with this type of versed the situation, with a gain
play gives great satisfaction. of 40 points for the shot.

, On the next shot, the opponent
An example of such shooting repeated the same feat and reo

by experts occurred in one of the versed the situation in his turn,
matches of the 1954Florida State for a gain of 40 points for him-
Championship Tournament. self. These two successive shots
Black had just put Red's disk B constitute an example of high ac-
in the kitchen, at the same time curacy.

~ o ~ o ~

The question often arises as to deserves study at this time.
whether to use a direct shot or ._
combination in order to knock . In .the particular case. shown
friendly disk from the kitchen. in FIgure 156, the. two disks F
We have shown several example and ~ are about ~IX feet apart.

.. As will be shown m the next ar-of the use of a combination whe ti 1 . d t dri di kan enemy scoring disk can no IC.~, in or er 0 rI,:e o~e IS
only be spoiled but can b against a~othe~ at this distance,
knocked against the kitchen disk; the shootI~g. line must. be ac-
in such a case the use of th curate to within on:.half inch, .
combination is normal. In other words, If the shooting

. line diverges more than one-half
In another typical ca~e th.ere inch to right or left from the line

may be no enemy scoring dI~k, required for an accurate combi-
but there may be an enemy disk nation to hit the center of the
that threatens a double and needs second target, the first struck
to be knocked away, as show disk will miss the second.
at F in Figure 156. On the other hand, far less ac-
SELECTION. In deciding which c~racy is required for a dir~ct

shot to use in this case, ther h~t. ~ssu.me that the. shooting
are a number of consideration disk IS .aImed ~t the r~ght edge
to be weighed, including the scor of the kItch:n dI~k A, FIgu~e 156.
in the game, the number of late The sho?tmg line can. diverge
shots each player Is to hav about 2% inches to the right and
and who is to have the last-shot, still knock away the kitchen disk.
how deep the disk A lies in the Also the shooti?g line can di-
kitchen and whether it is near verge about 1% inches to the left
to one edge, the distance and t~ward the center of the ~itchen
angle from the disk F to th disk and the shot can still su~.
kitchen disk A, the possibility ceed. These two acceptable di-
of leaving the enemy disk or the, vergences allow a total of at least
friendly disk in the kitchen, the ~V4 inches as co~pa~ed with one
probable score that may result inch for the combination.
if the opponent is allowed to If the error to the left is more
make his double and whether the than Ph inches, in other words
shooter may be able later to if the shootng disk hits near cen-
spoil it, the result if the combina- ter, it is liable to stick in place
tion fails, the skill and accuracy and may stop in the kitchen.
of each player, and the degree But it sometimes happens that
of accuracy required for a corn- the player shoots even beyond the
-bination shot as compared with a center of the disk (to the left in
direct hit. this caseL hitting the other side is therefore surer. figure.

of the kitchen disk, and clearing NON-SCORING DISK. There On the other hand, if the two
ACCURACY. With all of the the disk from the- kitchen. Hence are some cases in which a non- 'disks are very close together, as

foregoing considerations, it is an additional allowance for di- scoring disk has been utilized, at X and Z, and if the chances
'difficult to reach a conclusion vergence can be added to the 4% such as one at G, Figure 157, to of leaving the enemy disk in the
without discussing various com- inches already counted. knock against a kitchen disk C. kitchen appear to be good, such
plex groupings of these elements. It is thus seen that the accu- ut it is usually not so good as' a shot appears justifiable, but in
However, the last-named of these racy required for the six-foot the direct shot at the kitchen disk most other cases such a shot-
considerations, that of the rel- combination is much greater than that was played by Carl Spill- seems undesirable as compared
ative accuracy of the two plays" for the direct hit. The direct shot, an in the case shown in the with the direct shot.

PART 84: COMBINATION tCl
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